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Summary 
From June to August we had the opportunity to stay in Salt Lake City in 

Utah, US where the case of our study is taking place. During this time we 

were working on our thesis with office at the Planning Division in Salt 

Lake City. From September to December we have worked with 

completing our thesis in Karlskrona, Sweden.  

The aim with our thesis is how to densify and ennoble an area west of 

downtown Salt Lake City and how to strengthen the area as a social 

sustainable and transit oriented community. The project area range over 

600 hectares and is located along North Temple Street. Today the area 

has a bad reputation within the city.  

In 1998, Salt Lake City worked with the Utah Transit Authority (UTA) and 

Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) to study the feasibility of 

providing Light Rail Transit on North Temple Street between Downtown 

and the Salt Lake City International Airport. The new light rail line will be 

a 6-mile (approximately 10 Swedish kilometers) light rail serving an 

alignment between the city Airport and the City centre.  Six new stations 

are planned along the alignment  

The area around North Temple has great potential and a new light rail 

line will create a basis for adapting Transit Oriented Development. A TOD 

community is walkable and pedestrian friendly. In a walkable community 

the streets are connected, the environment is attractive and contains a 

great number of destinations.  

In order to achieve a social sustainable community input from the public 

has been a foundation for our proposal. The public posses a great 

knowledge in their local environment that needs to be brought out and 

considered. We have been attending two public meetings/workshops 

where we have been making contacts with people living, working and 

owning properties in the area.  

A step towards achieving a social sustainable community is changing the 

character of the community from being auto-oriented towards being 

more walkable. The area currently has a bad reputation that needs to 

improve; an enhanced environment increases the feeling of security since 

signs of neglect often are associated with crime. Economic arguments can 

be used to anchor the benefits followed by a social sustainable transit 

oriented development.  The ownership structure primarily consists of 

private landowners. In order to motivate landowners, building 

proprietors and developers using economical incitement can be a 

successful method. Also the area needs to be developed in stages to 

minimize the risk of abandoned half-completed building projects and to 

contribute to a flexible land use. Additionally North Temple should be a 

compliment to downtown and not a standing in its competition since 

downtown Salt Lake City is undergoing a big change to revitalize the core 

of the city. 

The thesis results in a plan proposal for developing the area around North 

Temple, achieving a social sustainable and transit oriented community. 
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Background 
Salt Lake City is the capital of the state of Utah, U.S. The city was founded 

in 1847 by a group of Mormon pioneers. The pioneers came to the valley 

looking for an area where they could practice their religion freely. In 1851 

Salt Lake City was given town privileges. The city has a population of 

178 000 inhabitants as of 2005 (NE 2009).  

 

 

The Planning Division is one of several divisions in the Department of 

Community and Economic Development (CED) in Salt Lake City. The 

division consists of a Planning Director, an Assistant Planning Director, 

two planning managers and three planning teams that covers different 

geographical areas in Salt Lake City. The Planning Commission, a part of 

the local government, consists of eleven members and has the 

responsibility for planning issues in the city (SLC Planning Commission 

2008). 

North Temple is the name of the street north of the temple square, 

stretching in east-west direction. The west side of the city was less 

desirable for settlements than the east because of its location in the 

lowest area within the city, and before the drainage systems, it was often 

covered with water. Even today, the west is considered to be a troubled 

part of town and have in general got a negative reputation and bad, close 

to criminal image, within the city. Also the character overall gives a 

disintegrated impression with vacant lots and run down or abandoned 

properties, even though there are a large amount of well kept residential 

in the area.  

In 1998, Salt Lake City worked with the Utah Transit Authority (UTA) and 

Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) to study the feasibility of 

providing Light Rail Transit on North Temple between Downtown and the 

Salt Lake City International Airport. The same year an Environmental 

Impact Statement was completed. The analysis included the designation 

of four station locations along the rail line, not counting the terminal 

stations. By the end of 2009 the Planning Division is expected to have 

accomplished a draft of a land use plan to go throw the Planning 

Commission and City Council reviews and adoption. Construction is 

anticipated to begin in early 2009 and be completed by 2012 or 2013 (SLC 

Planning Division 2009) 

North Temple/Airport light rail line, also called the Airport TRAX Line, will 

be a 6-mile (approximately 10 Swedish kilometers) light rail serving an 

alignment between the city Airport and the City centre. In downtown the 

new line will connect to the existing TRAX system at the Arena Station 

Utah, location is the US 

(Google Maps) 

Salt Lake City, location is the US 

(Google Maps) 
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running to the Central Station. The new alignment combined with the 

existing University TRAX line will connect the top three trip generators in 

the State of Utah; the airport; University of Utah and downtown Salt Lake 

City (UTA 2009). 

The alignment of the North Temple/Airport light rail line will run on 

existing roads and will be a part of a Boulevard on North Temple Street. 

The North Temple Boulevard will bring out the City’s western entrance. 

The design will consist of the light rail in the middle; two auto lanes in 

each direction; road bikeways; park strip and sidewalk/bikeways for locals 

(SLC Planning Division 2009). 

The light rail will increase choices of transportation, making it possible to 

choose transit instead of automobile. In order to make travelling by 

transit convenient it is important that the distance between the stations 

and the residents is short. For this reason denser development 

surrounding the station will increase the number of passengers. A Transit 

Oriented Development (TOD) is a step towards achieving a sustainable 

development. 

The new light rail is an excellent opportunity to develop the area around 

North Temple. The area has great potential, not least the residential areas 

with a strong neighborhood feeling and pride.  Furthermore the low 

density gives great opportunities for infill, and transformation could clear 

the way to strengthen the area qualities and on that way get rid of the 

undeserved stamp as “west side” as a bad area.  

 

 

                              

                                 

 

 

 
 

Alignment of North Temple/ Airport light rail, with new stations (SLC 

planning division). 
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LDS Temple Square 

Main Street 

Downtown 

Airport 

A schematic map over the project areas location in Salt Lake City. 
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Purpose 
The area around North Temple has great potential and a new light rail 

line will create a basis for adapting Transit Oriented Development. A TOD 

community is walkable and pedestrian friendly. In a walkable community 

the streets are connected, the environment is attractive and contains a 

great number of destinations. An attractive environment will contribute 

to create a positive image of the west side. The purpose with the thesis 

will therefore be to:  

Densify and ennoble the area around North Temple and 

strengthen a social sustainable community. 

 

Main Question 
 How to create a social sustainable and transit oriented 

community? 

In the area today the challenges of achieving a social sustainable 

community are many. Structural and esthetic changes are needed as well 

as changes in people´s attitudes. The character of the community needs 

to be changed from auto-oriented towards walkable and the West side’s 

bad reputation needs to improve.  

Economic arguments can be used to anchor the benefits followed by a 

social sustainable transit oriented development.  The ownership structure 

primarily consists of private landowners. In order to motivate 

landowners, building proprietors and developers using economical 

incitement can be a successful method. Furthermore the area is ranging 

over 600 hectares. Therefore the area needs to be developed in stages to 

minimize the risk of abandoned half-completed building projects and to 

contribute to a flexible land use. Additionally North Temple should be a 

compliment to downtown and not a standing in its competition since 

downtown Salt Lake City is undergoing a vitalization phase.   

Secondary Questions 
 

Public Participation 

 Input from the public will be a foundation for our proposal. The 

public posses a great knowledge in their local environment that 

needs to be brought out and considered. 

Sustainability 

 Focus on social sustainability 

 Promote a Transit Oriented Development and propose measures 

in how to concentrate urban development to the station areas. 

 Promote a walkable community  

Security 

 Develop an area that enhances the feeling of security. Mixed 

used functions, green structure that is easy to overview and 

lighting are factors that can help increase the level of security. 

Urban Design 

 Through design and structures create diversity and variation. 
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Adaption to existing environment 

 Maintain the presence of history by preserving important 

structures and buildings 

 Let the station areas reflect the different characters of adjoining 

neighborhoods. 

 

Delimitation  
The size of the project area is 1500 acres/ 600 hectares. The length of the 

Boulevard within the delimitation is 2, 2 miles/ 3, 6 kilometers. 

 

The alignment of the light rail, the Boulevard design and the locations of 

the new stations are already decided. Our aim is to connect and develop 

the adjoining neighborhoods and the station areas. The main focus is on 

the vertical direction (connecting the neighborhoods) above the 

horizontal direction (the North Temple Boulevard itself) 

 We will conduct research and make comprehensive analysis together 

and then propose two individual plan proposals. Kjäll will work with the 

area north of North Temple and Lindh will concentrate on the south side. 

Methodology and Time of Completion 
In the beginning of 2009 we started Establishing Contact with the 

Department of Community and Economic Development in Salt Lake City. 

For two and a half months starting in the middle of June 2009 we had the 

opportunity to participate in the North Temple Project in Salt Lake City 

where the case of the study is taking place. We have attended meetings 

with the public, consultants and other involved parties. In Salt Lake City, 

we got to know the city and the project area, made analysis and research 

and started working on the proposals. 

Our supervisor in Salt Lake City is urban planner Frank B. Gray, 

Community and Development Director at Salt Lake City Corporation. 

Patricia Comarell, Assistant Planning Director, Nick Norris, Project 

Manager for North Temple and the North Temple Planning Team are 

providing us with valuable information.  

In the middle of September we returned to Sweden to continue the thesis 

under supervision of Anette Andersson and Agneta Sundberg at the 

Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH), Karlskrona. 

Delimitation of project area is marked red, North Temple Boulevard and the 

future stations are marked yellow. 
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Literature concerning social sustainability, TOD, light rail and aspects of 

security has been studied. We have also studied contemporary magazines 

and local literature of Salt Lake City. As a case study the light rail transit in 

Portland has been studied.  

Our investigation at the place, studies of literature and other practical 

examples has resulted in our individual proposals. 

Assessment of Sources 
Mainly American literature has been studied, with a few exceptions. 

Planning traditions differ between Sweden and America since the overall 

system of society differs. The aim has been to carry out research and 

proposals that are based on local factors, but with a European approach. 

Swedish planning principles is still visible throughout the thesis due to the 

educational background of the authors. 

In order to understand the project area, the whole region needs to be 

understood. Various sources have been gathered to present a brief 

introduction of the key elements making the state of Utah and Salt Lake 

City unique. Local climatologically summaries, history books, magazines 

and statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau have been studied. The 

literature concerning history and magazines is considered reliable, though 

the author chooses what to present and in which angle. Due to the 

difficulty to find entirely neutral publications several sources have been 

studied parallel.  

Within the field of Transit Oriented Development, guide oriented 

literature has been studied. Envisioning Utah has a local approach and 

provides strategies to guide future land development. To compliment the 

source, which is very place-specific, general literature about TOD has 

been studied.  

The governmental organization U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development Homelessness Resource Exchange (HUDHRE) and a national 

network National Coalition for the Homeless (NCH) has been the basis 

when describing the homeless situation in the U.S. Even though a whole 

picture of the homeless situation is impossible to get this sources gives a 

current description with extensive studies. Concerning homelessness and 

affordable housing in Salt Lake City we have had the opportunity to make 

interviews, attend meetings and been guided around different 

accommodations by non-profit organizations and representatives at the 

City.  

We have got background facts, researches and visions concerning our 

project from planners and other parties involved and documents written 

about the area. Furthermore a great source has been the input from the 

public.  

Even if the aim is to be neutral in our own research we have chosen 

certain literature to build up arguments that supports what we perceive 

as good planning and is in line with what we have learned from our 

education. The articles from planning magazines used in our thesis gives 

up to date facts and statistics, although they are based on established 

facts the discussion and conclusion are the writers own. 
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Salt Lake City 

History 

Before colonization, the state of Utah was inhabited by various Indian 

tribes. The name of the state originates from the Indian tribe Ute. On July 

24th, 1847 a group of pioneers, led by Brigham Young, arrived to the 

valley of Salt Lake City. The pioneers were members of the Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (commonly known as the LDS or Mormon 

Church), founded by Joseph Smith Jr. in 1830. The pioneers had been 

driven out from Nauvoo, Illinois as a result of religious persecution and 

came to the valley in search for a place where they could practice the 

religion freely. The settlers laid out a unique plan with 37 meters-wide 

streets and ten-acre blocks, all according to Joseph Smith’s plat of Zion 

(Huffaker 2007). The streets are broad enough for a team of oxen to 

make a turn and the block are big enough to create space in the centre 

for small-scale 

agriculture 

(Envision Utah 

2002).  

Like many cities 

in the West, Salt 

Lake City was a 

so called 

“instant city”. It 

was founded in 

an area where 

no other 

settlement 

existed and it was brought into existence very rapidly. A year after the 

first settlers had arrived, the population reached 5000. Two decades 

later, the population reached 12000. The population increased 

dramatically between 1850- 1890, as migrants from the East and Midwest 

and immigrants from Europe arrived for religious, social, political or 

economic reasons.  Salt Lake City rapidly became the Mormon metropolis 

(Alexander & Allen 1984). 

In the 1850’s, several big building projects were started, including the LDS 

Temple (Huffaker 2007). The Temple 

square is the centre of the city and 

from where the address system and 

street grid originates (Huffaker 

2007). The temple has the zero 

coordinates. The larger street 

number starts out from there 

towards the four directions of the 

compass, for example: 300 West, 

200 South means 3 streets from 

temple to west and 2 streets from 

temple to south. 

Utah was isolated until the arrival of 

the railroads, which made it possible 

to develop the mining industry. The discovery of silver and copper in the 

1880’s attracted a new population of mining workers (Huffaker 2007). 

The gold rush served to cement Salt Lake’s position as a commercial 

center since Salt Lake was the only major settlement between the 

Midwest and the Pacific coast.  (Alexander & Allen, 1984). The streets are wide and straight 

The LDS Temple 
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Salt Lake was segregated at first, the non Mormon population tended to 

concentrate to the area south of South Temple, the East South Temple 

became the elite residential area and the northeastern Avenues and 

southeast part of the city was occupied by upper-middle class (Alexander 

& Allen 1984). The West side, where the project area of North Temple is 

located, became a lower class residential area. During and after the 

1990’s a stream of immigrants from southern and eastern Europe arrived 

and settled on the West side. The differences between the Mormon and 

non-Mormon communities began to ebb out by the late 1880s.  

Salt Lake City became a religious center and also the leading commercial 

and financial center of Utah (Alexander & Allen 1984). The city was never 

dominated by agriculture, three years after the foundation only a third of 

the household were farmers. The city was in an early stage dominated 

from trade, commerce and manufacturing.  In order to trade in mining 

stocks, the Intermountain Stock exchange was located in Salt Lake. The 

banks of the city became the financial centers of the Intermountain 

region.  

Utah became American state in 1896, after the present president of the 

LDS church Wilford Woodruff   issued a manifesto prohibiting further 

polygamous marriage (Huffaker 2007). Eventually polygamy was 

practically removed within the LDS Church. Within the fundamental 

church of latter day saints polygamous marriages are still conducted, 

though they are not legal and recognized by the state. Statehood affected 

Salt Lake City in many ways: Social, political and women’s organizations 

were established and many major building projects were started 

downtown, including the Utah State Capitol (right).   

The late 1950’s to early 

1970’s meant a decline for 

downtown (the city core). 

Cultural districts and 

several historical buildings 

were demolished. The 

increasing use of 

automobile led to the 

growth of suburbia; by 

1980 several businesses 

left downtown and 

suburban shopping malls were established. The trend started to turn in 

the 1990’s and the demand on properties downtown went up again 

(Huffaker 2007).  

Climate and Surroundings 

Salt Lake City is surrounded by mountains on three sides (National 

Climatic Data Center, 1991). The Wasatch Mountains to the east have 

peaks that rise to about 

3600 meters. Southwest 

of the city are the Oquirrh 

Mountains with peaks 

above 3000 meters. At 

the south end of the 

valley is the Traverse 

mountain Range which 

rises to 1800 meters.  The 

mountains affect the local 

climate by developing 

Utah State Capitol 

Downtown, surrounded by mountains 
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thunderstorms in the summer and sheltering the valley from storms in 

the winter. The Wasatch Mountains combined with the Great Salt Lake 

often enhances rainfall in Salt Lake City.  

The Great Salt Lake is 

located 12 kilometers 

northwest of the city 

(National Climatic Data 

Center, 1991). The lake 

doesn’t freeze because of 

its high concentration of 

salt. The lake moderates 

cold winds in the winter.  

The winds in the valley are 

usually light, which affects the air quality. The valley is sensitive to air 

pollution and inversion occasionally occurs. Stronger, easterly winds can 

blow out of the canyons.  

The Salt Lake City Mountains are famous for its great skiing opportunities. 

Salt Lake City hosted the 2002 Winter Olympics Games, which has 

contributed to the city’s popularity as a ski resort. (Huffaker 2007) 

The climate is continental semi-arid with temperatures varying 

substantially between seasons (National Climatic Data Center, 1991). The 

summers are dry and hot with average temperatures between 30C and 

42C in the warmest month of July. The winters are cold, but not harsh 

due to the mountains blocking the cold continental air. The annual 

average snowfall is 1.4 meter. Freezing temperatures occurs between 

mid-octobers to late April. Precipitation is heaviest during spring when 

storms of the Pacific Ocean move through the valley.  Garden and Yard 

foliage grows well from mid-April; the growing season is about five 

months long.  

Population 

Salt Lake City has a young population, median age is 31, 6. The families 

are larger consisting of more children than average for the US, also there 

are fewer people older than 65 (Census Bureau, 2005-2007).  The state of 

Utah has got the highest child dependency ratio and the largest average 

household size in the whole country (American planning association 

2009). 

The median household income in SLC is lower than average for the whole 

country and individuals living below poverty level is about 18 percent 

(Census Bureau 2005-2007). 

Salt Lake City has a more diverse population in comparison to Utah in 

general, about one fifth of the population have Hispanic heritage and 

about 1, 3 percent of the population are American Indians. (Census 

Bureau, 2005-2007). There are various religions in the Salt Lake County; 

the majority of 53 % are LDS. The percentage of LDS residents in Salt Lake 

County has decreased over the last two decades (Salt Lake Tribune 2005) 

Downtown 

A unique feature for Salt Lake City is the presence of the church of the 

latter day saints. The church has an interest in decision related to urban 

planning and development since it is a large landowner in the downtown 

area (Alexander & Allen 1984). 

Community leaders have been involved in downtown’s development ever 

since the city’s funding (Downtown rising, 2009). Three efforts especially 

The Great Salt Lake 
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have influenced the development of downtown. First, the second century 

plan from 1962. The plan is outlined by a group of visionary community 

leaders, led by the American Institute of Architects. It is a vision for 

downtown as the "business, financial, retail, governmental, 

entertainment, cultural and religious heart of the Intermountain Empire." 

Some of the proposals from the plan became reality such as Salt Palace 

Convention Center, farmers market, Main Street Plaza, restored City and 

County Building and the downtown Federal Building. The second effort 

was a study completed in 1988 made by the Regional and Urban Design 

Assistance Team. The study recommended the community to support a 

vision for the downtown. The study led to the development of the Delta 

Center, redevelopment of the Gallivan Center block, placement of the 

Scott M. Matheson State Courthouse downtown, and establishment of 

the Downtown Alliance amongst other things. The third effort is Envision 

Utah Quality Growth Strategy, formed in 1997 is a vision to protect Utah's 

environment, economy and quality of life.  

Salt Lake City is currently going through a mayor transformation 

(Downtown rising, 2009). The Downtown Alliance, which represents over 

2,500 businesses and property owners in downtown Salt Lake City, are 

sponsoring a regional collaboration effort called Downtown Rising.  

Downtown rising was formed in 2007 and is a vision for the central 

business district in Downtown, inspired by the second century plan.  The 

collaboration is driven by business leaders with the assistance of the 

American Institute of Architects. The driving force is the investment of 

over $1 billion made by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. 

The investments in a 10-block area of downtown will cause a dramatic 

transformation, both aesthetically and economically. One of the bigger 

projects in down town rising is City Creek Center, a mixed use urban 

community that will rise on approximately 20 acres across three blocks in 

central of downtown Salt Lake City. The project is calculated to be 

completed in 2012.  

 

 

 

 

  

Downtown is rising fast  

Future City Creek Center  
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Planning system in Salt Lake City 

City Council 

The City Council is the legislative body and forms with the Mayor the 

Government of the city. The Mayor as well as the City Council serves for a 

four year term through a non partisan election (SLC Planning Commission, 

2008). The Council is part time officials and consists of seven members, 

each representing a geographical district of Salt Lake City. Relating to 

planning the City Council’s major responsibility is to set policies and 

directions for the city. The Council makes the final decisions on legislative 

issues, which means that all planning policy documents must be approved 

by the council before adoption. 

Planning Commission 

The Planning Commission prepares and recommends planning policy 

documents for the legislative body, i.e. the City Council. The Commission, 

consisting of eleven members, is appointed by the Mayor with the 

counsel of the City Council and serves for a four year period.  Only 

residents of the city can be members of the Commission. 

Planning Division 

The Planning Division is one of several divisions in the department of 

Community and Economic Development (CED). Their mission statement is 

to provide visions and goals for the city’s planning and development. 

Additionally provide a livable and high quality community to reflect the 

city’s culture, population and sense of place (SLC Government).The 

division is comprised of a Planning Director, an Assistant Planning 

Director and two Planning Managers. There are three planning teams 

divided by geographical areas and a Special Project Team and a Historic 

Preservation Team. The Planning division provides staff support for four 

City Boards including the Planning Commission, the Board of Adjustment, 

the Housing Advisory and Appeals Board and the Historic Landmark 

Commission. The division also cooperates with property owners, citizens, 

community groups, developers and elected officials. 

 

Organizational Chart of Salt Lake City Planning Division (SLC Planning 

Commission, 2008) 

Community Master Plans and Zoning Maps 

In Utah every municipality should have a comprehensive long-range 
general plan containing at least development of land use, moderate 
housing and transportation. Instead of one General Plan Salt Lake City has 
a numerous of Community Master Plans, which are equivalent to the one 
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overall General Plan (SLC Planning Division, 2009). Plans implemented are 
transportation, open space, and urban design plans. The City is in the 
process of preparing North Temple, Downtown, Hillside, Historic 
Preservation and Riparian Corridor Plans. The Small Area Plan is another 
category of plans. It is more or less comparable with the Master Plans but 
usually range over a smaller area where the land use needs to be defined 
more specific. The Master Plans shows the future land use in broad 
outline. For more specific regulations the city uses zoning maps and 
works parallel with the zoning and land uses. 
  
 

 
 
Zoning Map for West Salt Lake including North Temple and the Salt Lake City 
International Airport (SLC Planning Commission, 2008) 

 

 

Salt Lake City Planning Division Strategic Plan 

The Strategic Plan explains the Planning Divisions commitment to the 

community and gives guidelines for the division to work after. It was 

prepared in 2007 to improve the effectiveness of planning programs and 

processes. The plan consists of four guiding principles: 

1. Create an efficient and effective division 

2. Engage the public 

3. Develop innovative solutions 

4. Provide the highest level of professional planning service 

(SLC Planning Division, 2008) 

 

The North Temple Boulevard Project 

Brief Introduction 

In 1998, Salt Lake City worked with the Utah Transit Authority (UTA) and 

Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) to study the feasibility of 

providing Light Rail Transit on North Temple between downtown and the 

Salt Lake International Airport. The same year an Environmental Impact 

Statement was completed. The analysis included the designation of six 

station locations along the line. The North Temple Street will also be 

improved concerning auto lanes, bicycle and pedestrian paths and change 

its character to become the North Temple Boulevard. 

Visions for the North Temple Boulevard 

The design and alignment of the Boulevard are more or less decided 

while the development of land uses around the stations and along the 

Boulevard are still in a concept phase. Construction of the light rail is 
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anticipated to begin in early 2009 and be completed by 2012 or 2013. The 

development of the land uses around North Temple will have an 

implementation ranging over the next 30-50 years. The design of the 

Boulevard will consist of two light rail tracks in the middle; two auto lanes 

in each direction; road bikeways; park strips and sidewalk/bikeways for 

locals (SLC Planning Division, 2009).  

 

 
Sections from North Temple Boulevard with and without station locations (UTA, 

2009) 

 

An aim for the City is to condense the housing and activities along the 

transit corridor, improve the connectivity in the area around North 

Temple and also improve the connectivity between downtown and Salt 

Lake City International Airport, which intend to contribute to a decrease 

of private automobiles and ensure a viable transit line and pedestrian 

friendly environment.  

History of North West District 

Back in the days starting from the founding of Salt Lake City in 1847 the 

west side of the city was less desirable for settlements than the east 

because of the topographical situation. The district is situated in the 

lowest area within the city, and before the drainage systems, it was often 

covered with water. In its early history North Temple Street provided 

access to agricultural and industrial land-uses in west and residential 

areas in the east end. In the 1870s the coming of the railroad and its 

dependent industries gave the district an economical upswing but at the 

same time isolated it from the rest of Salt Lake City. The first housing in 

form of single-family dwellings appeared in the early 1850s, while 

multiple-family housing began to appear in the early 1890s. The 

residential areas were served by street cars that began running in 1889 as 

the city’s streetcar system got electrified. In the late 1890s North Temple 

Street began its service as a commercial strip with four different retail 

stores. Because of its bad drainage and critical flooding situation including 

it served as the city’s dumping ground in the 1890s the typhoid epidemic 

in 1893 had a greater extent in the North West area than in the rest of 

the city. Improvements including curbs, gutters and sewers installed in 

the streets could dwell until the 1920s while the rest of the city got the 

improvements in the 1890s.  
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The railroad and the mining and smelting industries brought a large 

number of immigrants to Utah. From the beginning the immigrants 

mostly lived near downtown in “ethnic ghettos”. Starting from the mid 

1900s a large amount gradually moved to the North West District to take 

the chance to buy own homes and start up their own businesses. 

The growth and development of North Temple has to a large extent been 

colored by its industrial uses that emerged in the late 1800s. Besides it 

served as the main route from downtown to the airport which gave an 

automobile-orientated character. As a result a lot of small drive in motels 

occurred in the 1950s and 1960s. With the completion of Interstate 15 in 

1956 the North West District got even more isolated from the rest of the 

city. North Temple Street served as a US Route 40 until the I-80 was built 

in the 1970s. North Temple was a state-maintained street until the time it 

was given to Salt Lake City in 2007. Starting from the 1960s the district 

has been going through economical change and cultural diversification 

but also built up strong neighborhood solidarity. The district has through 

the years host a working class and is today one of the most ethnically 

diverse in Salt Lake City. Almost every historic building along North 

Temple Street has been replaced by fast food chains and malls. 

The Alignment of North Temple Street 

North Temple Street has a length of approximately 6 km’s running east 

and west between State Street and 2400 West. Its western end connects 

to the downtown of Salt Lake City. North Temple’s east end splits into 

two different roads whereas one is an onramp for I-80 and Bangerter 

Highway with access to Salt Lake International Airport and the other 

becomes a local street. On its way North Temple Street runs over the 

railway and crossing under the Interstates I-15 and I-215 in flyover 

junctions.  North Temple’s largest intersection is where the state highway 

Redwood Road is crossing, running north and south. Other streets 

crossing are more of the character of access roads. North Temple consists 

of three lanes in both directions and a reversible lane in the middle for 

left turns. The Jordan River running north and south goes under North 

Temple in a viaduct. 

 
The alignment of North Temple Boulevard 

Study Area 

The study area the City has chosen for the North Temple Project stretches 

from 400 West to 2200 West, which correspond to a distance of 

approximately 4.5 km’s. In north south direction the immediate blocks on 

both side of North Temple are included which stretches from 200 North 

to South Temple Street. 
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The study area the city has chosen for North Temple Boulevard Project (SLC 

Planning Division, 2009) 

Land Use 

The area in the east end of North Temple, close to downtown consists of 

a mix of residential, commercial and industrial uses. The industrial uses 

are not necessarily buffered from the residential areas. Further west the 

land uses and buffering are more consistent. The parcel size gets bigger 

and the land use mainly turn into heavier industries, larger businesses 

and offices. Along North Temple Street the primary uses are fast food 

chains, office buildings and a variety of retails and commercials.  

Additionally there are a lot of airport related businesses such as park n 

ride, hotels and motels. Other elements along the road are the state 

fairgrounds, a power plant and state office facilities. In the area along 

North Temple are found various types of residential uses such as single-

family residential and multi-family residential, owner-occupied as well as 

rentals. Some of the motels in the area are used as low-income housing. 

There are two mobile home parks whereas one is more permanent 

residents and the other is mainly for campers. In the area there are also 

an amount of vacant, marginally used and neglected properties. 

 
Current land use along North Temple Street (SLC Planning Division, 2009). 

Historic Preservation 

The main part of the older structure along North Temple has been 

demolished as a result of redevelopment taking part over the years. 

However there are some buildings the City has considered to be 

preserved. Also some structures including the State Fairgrounds and a 

number of homes that are characteristic for the neighborhoods. The City 

is currently in the process of creating a preservation plan to help preserve 

and define the character of neighborhoods around in the city.  

Other Plans 

North Temple Street is the boundary between two different community 

master plans; West Salt Lake Master Plan and Northwest Community 
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Master Plan. When the plans were adopted in 1995 respective 1992 none 

of them considered a light rail to be a reality. The two plans do not 

discuss the impacts of a light rail and do not provide the City with visions 

and directions. Therefore the City is working on a new Master Plan called 

The North Temple Boulevard Master Plan. This plans geographical 

extension will correspond to the Study Area of North Temple Boulevard 

and be superior to the other two Master Plans where there is an 

overlapping. By the end of 2009 the City is expected to have 

accomplished a draft of the Master Plan to go throw the Planning 

Commission and City Councils reviews and adoption  

Another plan, not yet implemented, in the immediate area is the Euclid 

Small Area Plan, which covers Euclid neighborhood from south of North 

Temple to I-80 and between Jordan River and I-15. The plan is currently 

going through the process of adoption and its primary purpose is to 

define the structure and design character for the neighborhood and set 

goals and strategies for its future development (Euclid Small Area Plan).  

At the same time as the adaption of the North Temple Boulevard Master 

Plan will take part, new zoning ordinances will be adopted, and the 

zoning map will be changed. The zoning will focus on the development 

around the new stations and include regulations for the area between the 

stations along the boulevard. 

Planning Process and Public Participation 

As a Guiding Principles in the Division’s Strategic Plan, SLC Planning 

Division has identified public participation as a main feature. To involve 

the public in creating a vision for North Temple the City will work with a 

series of design charrettes. For issues directly related to the construction 

of the light rail line a Community Advisory Committee (CAC) has been 

established to support the City and UTA through the process.  

The process with creating and adopting the North Temple Boulevard 

Master Plan will consist of four phases. Each phase will include 

opportunities for the public to participate. The different phases are as 

follow: 

1. Focus on the community which surrounds North Temple (June 

2009).  

2. Focus on the North Temple corridor (August 2009). 

3. Developing station area plans (September 2009) 

4. Developing a draft plan (October-December 2009) 

In the first phase the community will be given the chance to identify what 

they like and do not like about their community. That means what they 

would like to see stay and what they would like to see change and give 

their visions about the future for the community. In the next phase the 

appearances of the corridor will be the main focus, including the street 

and public amenities such as sidewalks, street lightning, furniture and 

greeneries. The community will be given opportunities to give their input 

about the design and development around the station areas and along 

the corridor. In the third phase the vision and framework for future land 

use and urban design and development standards will be established. The 

fourth phases will be based on the information gathered in the other
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three phases to develop a draft plan to guide future decision making. This 

will include a plan for the corridor and the stations, and design standards 

and guidelines for North Temple. The draft plan and the composed 

standards and regulations will go through an adoption process including 

Planning Commission Public Hearings, City Council Public Hearings and 

open houses. The adoption process is planned to start in January 2010. 

The final decision for the adaption of the plan will be taken by the City 

Council.

 


